
Cut Opening (B)
Door Size (X or Y)

(X or Y)

The dimensions of the Door Size (clear 
opening in outer frame) are used to determine 
the Cut Opening (opening in the drywall) and 
the minimum Rough Frame Opening (spacing 
of framing members). 
The number group following the first 4 digits in 
the model number is the door size.  Ex: access 
panel with the Model Number 20-58-1212 has 
a 12” x 12” door size.

The outer frame mounts to the back of the 
drywall and is attached with self-drilling 
screws through the face of the drywall.
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Create the rough opening according to framing guidelines.  
Measure framing location and note for reference.  Board over 
opening.  Precisely mark out cut opening in drywall and cut and 
remove.  Ensure there is adequate overlapping drywall to accept 
outer frame.  Angle outer frame through the opening and attach 
according to the information on page 2.  Alternative methods for 
locating outer frame are outlined on page 2.

number group following first 4 digits in the model number

The minimum distance from the panel opening to a stud is         The maximum is 4”.

EX: For a Model 20-58-1212 with a 12” x 12” door size, the 
minimum spacing of the framing is 14 1/2 with 1 1/4” on either side of 
the opening.  The maximum spacing is 20” - with 4” max. on either 
side of the opening.  The distance to the studs does not have to be 
the same as long as the framing is within the maximum and minimum 
dimensions.
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A. Install Aids (included with large panels only; or upon request) 
The panel outer frame can be hung in the rough framed opening before the 
drywall is in place by using Install Aids.  Install Aids clip into the outer frame 
and are screwed or tied to framework.  After the drywall is fitted around the 
frame, the frame MUST be attached to drywall with SCREWS as shown in 
the next section.  These are an INSTALLATION AID ONLY

Alternative Installation Methods 
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B.
The access panel outer frame can be 
located resting on the back of the drywall 
as the drywall is being installed.  If 
possible, avoid putting joints at the 
corners.  The frame must be attached 
as shown in the next section.

Walls = 
latches at 
the top

Pass the frame through the opening into position (or locate with alterna-
tive method) so outer frame rests on back of drywall.  Ensure the frame 
is straight and square.  Screw through the drywall into the frame of the 
access panel.  Correct fastener spacing must be followed

done.


